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Ill-Timed Quote of the Week:
“Thank you Cerner, for creating such an excellent work
opportunity for me and so many other associates.”  –
“condoleezelies,” in a posting on 06/18/04, just before Cerner said
that it will begin exporting programmer jobs to India.

Dear Subscriber,

Here’s our take on what’s happening in the world of
health care IT this week:

The big news is paying less for HIS: ever since
we founded this publication, we’ve preached that the best
negotiators win far better deals than anyone else.  We’ve
obtained and delved into many HIS contracts and the object
lessons in lawsuits over HIT contracts–to the point of
boring some of readers and, no doubt, really annoying
most of our vendor readers.  But now...

-- Consider the 84.2% software and support
discount: granted, these aren’t in health care, but the
example still applies.  This item emerged from the court
records of a lawsuit last week: through tough negotiation,
Nieman-Marcus got an 84.2% discount off the list price of
both software and support from Oracle by pitting it against
PeopleSoft in a competition for the retailer’s business.  The
same report (Wall Street Journal, 6/21/04, p. B1) said a
company called AIMCO got 70% off list from PeopleSoft.
Vendors, yes, we know this is hard on you.  But maybe it’s
time for you to start thinking like McKesson...

-- Linux saves money: McKesson has very quietly
been offering a money-saving Linux option for the applica-
tion layer of its Horizon since last year. See page 3.

Bush’s National HIT Coordinator
 Bio Claims He ‘Implemented’ Santa Barbara
Care Data Net, But It’s Not Yet Operational

 David Brailer, MD, PhD, the nation’s new national
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health information technology coordinator, is
credited with designing and developing the
Santa Barbara Care Data Exchange Net-
work.

However, both press announcement
by the Health and Human Services Press
Office and a written biography with one of
Mr. Brailer’s recent presentation claim that
he also  “implemented” the system -- which
is not scheduled to go live until the end of the
2004, and which, according to one official
involved, has never yet run live with actual
patient data.

Typically in IT, the term, “imple-
mented” implies that a system is running.
The distinction–basically between getting
going and getting finished -- seems to be a
material issue, because successfully bridging
clinical data silos among unrelated organiza-
tions  is one of Dr. Brailer’s key claims to
fame, and one of his key tasks in his new
position.

Dr. Brailer was not available for
comment in time to meet our deadline.
However, as we were going to press, a
Brailer spokeswoman, Missy Krasner, re-
turned our call.   She said that the Santa
Barbara network is “implemented” in the
sense that it has its governance and organi-
zational structure in place.

We thought that her answer was at
least interesting, so we asked her for the
correct spelling of her last name in order to
quote her.  Ms. Krasner (whom knew or
should have known from the start of the
conversation that she was speaking to the
press) then tried to tell us we could not use
her explanation on the grounds that in his
new position, Mr. Brailer cannot speak
publicly about Care Data Exchange because
it would be a “conflict of interest.”

The ambitious network was conceived
in 1999 by the Santa Barbara Regional
Health Authority, the California Health Foun-
dation (which provided $10 million in grant
funding), the California Medical Association,
and Care Sciences of Philadelphia, now
Quovadx (CQ), . Go-live was originally
scheduled for summer of 2003, but was
delayed partly by technology issues and
partly by the transition when Care Sciences
sold to Quovadx, said spokesman Phillip
Greene, president of the board of directors
of Santa Barbara County Care Data Ex-
change Network.  A year later, the network
is in testing to ensure that the data presenta-
tions are adequate. The new goals: success-
ful completion of a six-physician pilot, and
the beginnings of general roll-out by the end
of 2004.

  According to Mr. Greene, the net-
work has surmounted significant governance
and technology hurdles.  These include
development of a technology that looks
across the network, assembles all relevant
data on a given patient, and presents it on
the requesting MD’s screen.  Mr. Greene is
also deputy director of operations for the
Santa Barbara Regional Health Authority.

Grant money runs out in about a year.
Finding ongoing funding is the network’s true
Achilles heel, Mr Greene said.  But “from
what we can see, the technology is there.”

 To date, all testing has been with
dummy data, Mr. Greene said. “There has
been no live data sent over the network.”

The HHS announcement said, “While
at CareScience, Dr. Brailer designed and
oversaw the development of the health
information exchange technology imple-
mented in Santa Barbara County, Calif.”
The press officer responsible for the HHS
announcement accepted responsibility for
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conveying the impression that the network is
up and running.  “I don’t know where I got
the idea,” he said.  “I don’t think anybody
said it to me.”

However, the on-line biography,
included with materials for the HIT audio
conference seems to go farther, saying Dr.
Brailer “designed and oversaw development
of the first peer-to-peer health information
exchange technology and led its first
implementation...The exchange is a unique
electronic network that physicians, hospitals,
labs, patients and others in Santa Barbara
County can use to securely share patient-
specific information via the Internet.”

One day soon, the system might do
all that--but it is not doing it today.  And
given the organization’s monetary concerns,
it might not become true if it were to suffer
significant additional delays.

The press release and bio aren’t the
only instances in which  Dr. Brailer got credit
for the not-yet-running system.  In a June 14,
2004 presentation hosted by Health Informa-
tion Technology (HIT) Audio conferences,
Dr. Brailer spent about five minutes discuss-
ing how the challenges he faced with Care
Data Exchange shape his understanding of
his current mission.

 So where did the biography come
from?   “I believe Mr. Brailer provided it to us
himself,” said Paul Tunnicliff, registration
coordinator for the HIT audio-conference.

80%  Savings Compared To Wintel?
McKesson Offering Linux Option

Fed up with what it views as high
costs of  licenses from Microsoft and
Oracle, McKesson Information Solutions is
moving the Horizon application layer to a
Linux Intel platform.  McKesson has been

quietly made the option available to clients
for many months,  but Linux emerged from
the closet when Pamela Pure, chief operat-
ing officer for the business unit, worked a
mention into her presentation to sharehold-
ers at McKesson’s annual meeting a few
days ago.

Her specific announcement concerned
“Smart Start for Meds” an option that will
allow hospitals and health systems to jump-
start their clinical systems roll-outs with rapid
implementation of a Linux-based medication
administration record.  She promised  “com-
pressed” implementation schedules and a
“unique” design that makes medication
administration the core system clients will
build from in order to implement integrated
clinical systems.  McKesson’s major initiative
into barcoding comes just as the Joint Com-
mission on Accreditation of Healthcare
Organizations is proposing a Jan. 1, 2007
deadline for healthcare organizations to
implement barcoding systems.

  But McKesson’s overall initiatives
into Linux that may mean more over the long
haul.  Linux will “dramatically decrease the
cost” for provider organizations, she said.

How dramatically?  Processing power
that once cost organizations $200,000-
$250,000 is available to organizations for
$40,000-$65,000, including savings on
hardware and licensing costs, said Jay
Deady, senior vice president of marketing.

The change is occurring only in the
application layer, but it means substantial
savings on  licenses from Oracle and
Microsoft. Horizon desktop supports
Microsoft .NET and runs on any industry-
standard browser.  Horizon databases are
offered on Oracle and Unix.

The configuration is a hit among
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clients.  Since McKesson has offered it, no
new clients have opted to go back to
Microsoft and Oracle. (“New” clients means
clients either new to McKesson or clients
new to Horizon.)   Once they see the “per-
formance-price ratios” that is pretty much
the end of that.

Performance?  Yes.  In one-to-one
comparisons, Linux Intel seems to out-
performing NT and SQL-Server, he said.
Even more significantly, the cost savings are
so great, organizations can afford adequate
processing power.

McKesson says it is not the only, or
even the first, HIT vendor to stake its tent in
Linux. We are looking for additional ex-
amples.  If you are a HIT vendor, or a client,
who is interested in being interviewed about
your experience with Linux, please e-mail our
reporter Julie Schaeffer,
julieschaeffer@hotmail.com

St. Vincent’s “First Out of  The
Gate” With Horizon Expert Orders

St. Vincent’s Hospital, a 330-bed
community hospital in Birmingham, Ala., is
live on McKesson Horizon Expert Orders
with physician order entry.  Four hospitalists
are electronically entering one-third to one-
half of the orders they write on five of the
hospital’s 12 nursing units, said Steve Ander-
son, information technology director.  Sys-
tem use is limited partly because hospital
order sets are incomplete.  Two cardiolo-
gists are also trained and entering orders,
with at-the-elbows support by four family
nurse practitioners.  The long-awaited cen-
terpiece to  McKesson’s latest generation of
clinical applications went up April 1.

“We are first out of the gate,” he said.

 Memorial Health University Medical

Center in Savannah, Ga., also recently rolled
out, but only to nursing.  It didn’t make sense
to deploy to MDs  because a piece of inter-
facing between Memorial’s physician portal
and Horizon pharmacy is still under develop-
ment, said Frank Davis, MD, chairman
Memorial’s physician advisory group.  St.
Luke’s, Houston, went live with two
orthopaedists on a much earlier version, but
Mr. Anderson indicated, and we believe, that
the system is not currently operational.

  Mr. Anderson is clearly pleased by
the level of attention and support McKesson
is lavishing on his site. Vendor and system
are both  “being received very well.”  Imme-
diate benefits are an end to handwriting
problems and integration with the hospital
pharmacy system.

The handy ‘complain’ button

He admits there are issues:

• Response Time.  St. Vincent’s saw
some improvement after “tuning” the system
(basically adjusting settings). More might be
available by running on Linux, he said.  St.
Vincent’s runs on a combination of Unix and
Microsoft. (See related story.)

• Usability.  Screen flow and naviga-
tion are works in progress.  The vendor has
included a handy “complain” button at the
bottom of the screen which allows them to
exit the order, declare their discontent, and
then pick up where they left off.  “We are
getting a lot of valuable feedback.”

St. Vincent’s is particularly interesting
because it is a community hospital trying to
implement CPOE.  Hospitalists may knuckle
under as hospital employees, but how does
the organization propose to get the rest of
the MDs’ attention? Mr. Anderson is banking
hard on support from a “visionary” CEO.
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The hospital will be “tolerant to a point,” he
said.  But at the end of the day, it will be,
“This is the way we do things here.”

McKesson Falls Behind In UK Deal

McKesson Corp. is a troubling 16
months behind on a huge deal with the
British government and is scrambling to
renegotiate the terms.  The 10-year, $500
million agreement with the British National
Health Service (NHS) Information Authority
was for design, development, and implemen-
tation of a new human resources and payroll
system for some 600 NHS hospitals in En-
gland and Wales.   So far, McKesson has
invested $73 million into the project.  The
firm hopes to have a new deal signed by the
end of 2004.

 McKesson originally anticipated that
the system would take 12-14 months to
design.  The design work is largely com-
plete, McKesson said, but installation is
taking longer than anticipated.  The firm
underestimated the autonomy of the various
hospitals in the British health systems, and
the amount of customization each individual
installation requires, said McKesson VP
Larry Kurtz.

He acknowledged that McKesson is
an incumbent vendor and already had a
contract to manage payroll systems for
“about half” of the NHS hospitals, but said it
is the independence of the remainder that is
presenting the difficulty.

 Might the troubles affect McKesson’s
domestic clients?  Not a chance, he said.
McKesson business in the UK “stand alone”
from the U.S. product and sales division.

 McKesson was dependent on sub-
contractors.  Oracle is to provide a human
resources management software system,

IBM the hardware, and
PriceWaterhouseCoopers help with system
design and user training.  Their performance
is “not the issue,” he said.

Names in the News:

Ward Keever confirmed that he has
left SeeBeyond.  Mr. Keever is former CIO
of the University of Pennsylvania Health
System and former VP-IS of the Mdical
Center of Delaware.  You can reach him at
(410) 287-8511.

Health Language, Inc., Aurora, CO,
has snagged Geraldine Wade, MD, for a
newly created position, director of medical
informatics.  Dr. Wade was most recently
senior medical informaticist for the Centers
for Disease Control and Senior Policy Ana-
lyst for the U.S. Department of Health and
Human Services. She was responsible for
the content organization and Web develop-
ment supporting the National Health Informa-
tion Infrastructure (NHII).

Kenneth Fath, MD, medical director
at Alamance Regional Medical Center
(ARMC), Burlington,NC, is to receive an
award from the Association of Medical
Directors of Information Systems for his
work implementing Eclipsys Sunrise Clinical
Manager at ARMC..

Nancy Folz-Murphy, who once rolled
out a medical record system 8to 50 MDs,
has left  Cleveland Clinic, and hung out her
shingle as a private consultant.  Her new
contact information: folz-murphy@msn.com
or  (808) 343-0169.   Don’t call brightand
early in the morning, however--808 is the
area code for Hawaii.

Alliances and Partnerships:

Your AGFA IMPAX rep will now be
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pushing you to buy data storage and man-
agement technology from Network Appli-
ance.  According to vendor claims, the deal
will allow AGFA customers to “network and
manage storage resources that have never
before been available...on an IP network.”
Skeptical?  AGFA offers a difficult to reach
reference site: University Hospitals Leuven in
Leuven, Belgium.   This will help: tel. 016 33
22 11, email: info@uzleuven.be

Big Deals and Contracts:

Centra Health has signed a $23
million contract with McKesson Corp. The
deal  represents 1.5% of the revenues over
5 years for Centra, a three-hospital system
headquartered in Lynchburg, Va.  Centra
already uses McKesson Horizon Medical
Imaging, and Surgical Manager, as well as
Pathways Financial Management and Mate-
rials Management.  The new deal adds a
centralized pharmacy information system,
bar-code driven medication administration,
electronic nursing documentation, and mobile
physician access.  Long-term plans call for
implementation of Horizon Expert Orders,
McKesson’s clinical decision support and
provider order entry system.

Sutter Health has announced plans
to invest $1.2 billion over the next 10 years
on healthcare technology systems.  The
budget so far calls for a $10 million PACS,
$300 million for digital imaging equipment,
$100 million for an inpatient electronic medi-
cal record syste,m and $50 million for an
out-patient EMR.  The investment represents
about 2% of revenues, making it one of the
highest-percentage investment in hospital
information technology we’ve seen.  Sutter
owns or operates 26 hospitals in Northern
California, and  licenses  technology from
Epic, Eclipsys, Siemens, Misys, and Lawson

Emageon, the Birmingham, Ala.,

vendor of medical imaging systems, said its
contract backlog now exceeds $100 million,
and that its revenues have increased 201%
from 2001-2003.  The vendor claims to be
implemented at more than 250 hospital sites
and plans to roll out to another 30 in 2004.

Free Stuff:

All proceedings of meetings of the
American Medical Informatics Association
(AMIA) annual meetings from 1997-2003 are
available are newly available on the Internet,
at http://www.amia.org/pubs/proceedings/
symposia/start.html. AMIA presentations are
in the form of scientific papers, usually
accompanied by quantified results.

The LeapFrog Group (http://
www.leapfroggroup.org) has assembled a
database of incentives available under the
general heading of “pay for performance.”
You can search it by state or by target
(consumer, health plan, hospital and physi-
cian.)  At the moment the purse is fairly
slender (75 entries nationwide), but we’d
imagine the trove will grow as more organi-
zations adopt the notion that good results
should be rewarded.

Cerner Exporting Jobs To India

Visit the Yahoo CERN message
board  – ostensibly an investors’ discussion
of Cerner’s stock – and recent message
postings are overwhelmingly either com-
plaints about the working environment or
observations along the lines of, “It was a
great place to get the experience that landed
me my current higher-paying, fewer-hours,
nicer-boss job.”

Whether accurate and fair or not, the
whining about the Cerner work environment
has been almost a nonstop cacophony of
electronic voices this year.  The energetic
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and constant Cerner adulations of one chat
participant, “condoleezelies” are often the
only counter-balancing comments.

Now, they really have something to
complain about--and condoleezelies might
need to translate a June 18 gush about
Cerner being a great place to work into
Hindi.

Cerner CEO Neal Patterson an-
nounced that Cerner will move some devel-
opment to India in order to reduce costs and
improve company operating margins.  Plans
call for the firm to have a 100-employee
facility in operation in high-tech center Ban-
galore by the end of 2004.  Mr. Patterson
said he fill a $50,000-per-year software
engineer position for $10,000 per year or
less in India.

His announcement at Cerner’s annual
shareholder meeting came within the context
of disappointing financial results for 2003.
Cerner’s 2003 earnings of $42.8 million were
down 11% from the prior year.  He called
2003 “hard” and predicted “challenging”
years ahead.

Nurses Said To Prefer Hand-Helds
Over Bulky Tablet PCs

Nurses much prefer hand-helds over
tablets and cart-mounted PCs, according to
a new report from SpyGlass Consulting,
Menlo Park, Calif.  Tablets are fragile, heavy
and have inadequate battery lives, while
carts are awkward, “never around when you
need one” and potentially violate fire regula-
tions by crowding small rooms and narrow
corridors.  Of 100 nurses interviewed, “87%
of nurses interviewed own and use a PDA,”
the report said.  Of those, 75% are Palms.
The $1,495 report is available from Spyglass
Consulting, http://www.spyglass-
consulting.com.

  The conclusions do make sense to
us, but we also note that SpyGlass lists
MercuryMD, a major vendor of hand-held
technology,  as one of six principal
healthcare IT clients, and Palm as one of five
major hardware clients. Assuming that it’s
true and extrapolates nationally, a this is
good news for hand-held vendors like Palm
and Blackberry but bad news for Microsoft,
which has sunk a ton of dough into
healthcare uses for its more expensive tablet
PCs.  Another question, of course, is what
physicians prefer.  Most indications to date
seem to lean toward physician preference
for PDAs over tablets, too.

MercuryMD Hand-Held Order Entry

Perfectly on cue (see the brief report
above), MercuryMD announced that it is in
beta testing with an application which, it
says, allows MDs to place and sign some
orders and sign transcribed reports on hand-
held devices.  ActivOrders, as the applica-
tions are called, are in testing at a 300-400
bed Meditech Magic site, said William
Lawson, Mercury MD Chief technology
officer and co-founder.

MercuryMD is the Miami Beach, FL
vendor of hand-held systems that makes
technology from McKesson, Siemens, IDX
and others available to caregivers on a hand-
held.  In the past, MercuryMD was mainly a
source of results.

 If the new applications work as
advertised, they will greatly extend the MD’s
capabilities at the bedside, on the road and
at the beach.  MDs will use it to place com-
mon lab orders, and view the status of all
orders.

  Our view: the application seems
quite handy, but might set off safety alarms.
Most obviously, data on a PDA is available
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on a  screen the size of six or eight postage
stamps.  The system does not allow
changes to transcribed reports, only approv-
als.  Also, it does not extend decision sup-
port capability to the hand-held (not that
most organizations actually use a lot of
decision support anyway).

Dr. Lawson (he has a PhD in medi-
cine but never completed his residency)
gives interesting responses.  His point of
view: the applications improve patient safety
by making it  ultra-convenient for the MD to
review charts and enter orders electronically.
MDs may have to scroll and squint to take in
an entire transcribed report but they are
likely to do it more carefully if they do it at
their own convenience, rather than banging
through a stack of paper in the medical
records department, he said.

Ordering capability is limited to com-
mon lab orders and co-signing of preliminary
orders. A preliminary order is an order given
to a patient prior to a definitive diagnosis.

Heard On the Grapevine...

...that IknowMed the Berkeley, Calif.
vendor of oncology information systems, is
being sold.  True, said Don Simborg, MD,
founder and CEO.  He identified the buyer as
US Oncology, a publicly owned, Texas-
based provider of oncology care.  It is still
very early in the process.  “Call back in 2-3
weeks and we will know more.”

Soarian Site Using Opus Clinicals

A health system that is an early
adopter of  Soarian financial systems is

replacing its Siemens clinical applications
with applications from Opus Healthcare,
Austin, Texas.

Four-hospital United Health Services
(UHS), Binghamton, N.Y., has replaced
Siemens Invision with Opus order manage-
ment, results review, and clinical documenta-
tion in about half its facilities, and expects to
replace Invision in the remainder by the end
of 2006, said Caroline Pritchard, marketing
manager for Opus.  Opus is also developing
physician order entry and medication admin-
istration charting, for deployment at UHS
next year, she said.

Ms. Pritchard brought Opus’ role at
UHS to our attention after reading our favor-
able coverage of the Siemens Soarian finan-
cial applications at UHS (Inside Healthcare
Computing, 5/31/04).

Opus started as a laboratory informa-
tion system in 1987, and UHS was one of its
first clients.  In 1997, Opus began develop-
ing clinical applications with UHS as key test
site.

All of this implies that UHS somehow
passed up Siemens Soarian in favor of
Opus, which is not quite the case.  UHS was
well down the road by the time Soarian was
introduced in  2002.

On the other hand, UHS became an
Opus test site in 1997, which is the year that
SMS (later Siemens) introduced Novius.  We
forwarded Ms. Pritchard’s account to UHS
VP Linda Reino, but did not hear back in
time to meet our news deadline.


